Quoting Dr. Seuss

How we matched the quotes to DiSC styles
Kid, you’ll move mountains!

Our answers

D style. They prioritize RESULTS. They are powerful and decisive.

or

DC/CD style. They love a CHALLENGE.
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And will you succeed? Yes you will indeed! (98 and \(\frac{3}{4}\) percent guaranteed.)

C style. They prioritize ACCURACY. They are conscientious and disciplined.
Unless someone like you cares an awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.

S style. They prioritize SUPPORT.
They sincerely want to help out and get others involved, too.
Our answers

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
How does each style prefer to stand out? What do they want to stand out for?

Why fit in when you were born to stand out?

i style. They prioritize ENTHUSIASM. They crave attention, are persuasive and passionate, and are excited by possibilities and new experiences.
Our answers

If you never did you should. These things are fun. And fun is good.

i style. They prioritize ENTHUSIASM.

Of course, every style enjoys having fun. But the style you’re more likely to overhear having fun or talking about having fun is the i style. They can be boisterous, noisy, energetic, and cheerful.
Our answers

Think and wonder, wonder and think.

CS/SC style. They prioritize STABILITY.

Styles that fall in the southern part of the circle tend towards reflection and wonder. Their pace is slower.
You are you. Now isn’t that pleasant?

CS/SC style. They prioritize STABILITY. Styles that fall in the southern part of the circle tend towards reflection and wonder. Their pace is slower.
Our answers

The more you read the more things you’ll know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go.

C or CD/DC styles.

People strong in C behaviors are probably big readers. Being questioning but quite types, they enjoy the discoveries that can be made through this solitary activity. The stronger they are in the D or i styles, the more interest they’ll have in reading in preparation for going to real places.
Our answers

You’ll miss the best things if you keep your eyes shut.

styles.
From there to here, and from here to there. Funny things are everywhere.

All styles, or course. We might not all find the same things funny, but we can all laugh. We might snicker, giggle, guffaw, chuckle or chortle. We all know how.
Sometimes the questions are complicated and the answers are simple.

D style. They prioritize RESULTS.

They tend to move quickly. They are good at seeing the big picture and are ready to take action.
Think left and think right and think high and think low. Oh, the things you can think up if you only try.

C styles. They are motivated by opportunities to gain knowledge and love looking at things from multiple perspectives.
I like nonsense, it wakes up the brain cells. Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living, it’s a way of looking at life through the wrong end of a telescope.

iD or Di styles. They are the most impulsive and adventurous of the styles. They love wild ideas – and persuading others to love them.
Our answers

CHALLENGE QUESTION: What does each style most enjoy thinking about?

Oh, the thinks you can think!

C style. They are motivated by opportunities to gain knowledge and are both questioning and reflective.
Our answers

If things start happening, don’t worry, don’t stew, just go right along and you’ll start happening too.

D style. They prioritize RESULTS and focus on their goals. They are too fast-paced to sit and stew.
Our answers

You’ll be on your way up! You’ll be seeing great sights! You’ll join the high fliers who soar to high heights.

Di or iD style. They set bold objectives, excitement, and may make changes just for the new experience.
Just tell yourself, Duckie, you’re really quite lucky!

iS/Si styles. They prioritize COLLABORATION and are optimistic, friendly, and affirming—just the type to try to raise your spirits if you’re down.
With your head full of brains and your shoes full of feet, you’re too smart to go down any not-so-good street.

SC/CS styles. They prioritize STABILITY and are cautious by nature. Their work tends to be accurate, systematic and thorough.
Our answers

It is better to know how to learn than to know.

C style. They prioritize ACCURACY and are conscientious and disciplined. They’re always interested in learning something more.
Our answers

You’re on your own.
And you know what you know. And you are the one who’ll decide where to go.

D style. They prioritize ACTION, are self-confident and tend towards taking risks.
It is fun to have fun but you have to know how.

i style. Their priority is ENTHUSIASM. Every style knows how to have fun, but the i style is the most likely to try to get you to join in and encourage trying something new.
Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment, until it becomes a memory.

SC/CS style. Their priority is STABILITY. They are likely to remind us to reflect. They’re also most likely to catalog those memories.

You might answer i because they are likely to miss the value of a moment in the midst of lots of activity and their rush to get to the next moment.
Only you can control your future.

CD/DC style. They look for a CHALLENGE and are very independent. They expect a high level of competency in themselves and in others.
Our answers

So, open your mouth, lad! For every voice counts!

iS/Si style. They value COLLABORATION. They will work to create a respectful, positive environment. The exclamation points suggest a strong leaning towards the i quadrant.
Our answers

Step with care and great tact, and remember that life’s a great balancing act.

S style. They value SUPPORT, STABILITY, and COLLABORATION. They can be sincere, accommodating people who collaborate with others to make decisions where everyone wins.
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Our answers

Everything stinks till it’s finished.

D style. They prioritize RESULTS so until they see them, they can be frustrated.
You’re in pretty good shape for the shape you are in.

S style. Since they prioritize SUPPORT and STABILITY, you’re most likely to hear this statement from them. Other styles would be more likely to critique, direct or encourage you towards something more.
Today I shall behave, as if this is the day I will be remembered.

D or Di styles. People strong in D are ambitious and have an easier time breaking the rules. Those strong in i also love attention.

S styles. They tend to behave every day. If you don’t remember, they will.
Our answers

You’re off to great places! Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So get on your way!

Di/iD style. They prioritize ACTION, RESULTS and ENTHUSIASM. They can be bold, passionate people who inspire others to take chances on new directions.
Our answers

A person’s a person, no matter how small.

Si/iS style. They prioritize COLLABORATION. They warm and accepting. They prefer to include others rather than exclude anyone.
Our answers

You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose.

No matter where your dot lands, you choose how to behave. “A style is a set of typical response patterns that are expected from a person. However, that doesn’t mean that a person can only exhibit that pattern” states the Everything DiSC Manual.
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Today you are you, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is youer than you.

It’s true!
DiSC Overview

How well do you know the 8 DiSC styles?

How DiSC Personality Tests Work